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                  Introduction 
 

 
Traffic and parking are major bottleneck in 
all fast-growing cities and countries. 
Searching for parking space after reaching a 
destination is frustrating, time consuming 
and causes further traffic congestion. The 
search also result in fuel wastage as the 
driver keeps looking for a space to park. A 
study showing that 30% of the cars in the 
traffic jam are looking for parking space and 
on an average eight minutes’ time required 
to find a parking space. This indirectly leads 
to traffic congestion and increased air 
pollution. If the parking space availability is 
streamed real time to users, the amount of 
time spent in searching for space can be 
minimized. This is where the Internet of 
Things can play a significant role. 
 
Internet of Things (IOT) is the technology 
where the sensors collect data and they are 
networked and they can communicate the 
data over internet to the users. 

By attaching sensors to the parking space 
and collecting data if a space is occupied or 
not and relaying this data through cloud and 
mobile app to anyone searching for space 
can help to reduce the woes of parking 
significantly.  
 
This could be extended to a smart city 
project where all the parking spaces in the 
city like buildings, road side parking are 
interconnected. These parking spaces 
having sensors are linked to each other and 
are centralized. This helps users to find the 
parking spot nearest to the destination and 
can prevent waiting or traffic or pollution. 
 
This whitepaper discusses the method to 
implement a smart parking system using 
Internet of Things. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Smart parking system using sensors obtains all the information about the available 
space and transmits the data real-time. This integrated with geo location 
information and mobile phone could guide drivers to their destination reducing the 
time spent in searching for parking space. 
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                  Solution  
 

 
To overcome the problems of parking and to 
efficiently managing the parking space in 
the city one can leverage the technological 
advancement of IOT and implement a 
solution that can be efficient and smart.  
 
Internet of Things or (IOT as it is referred) 
connects the hardware sensors to the 
internet so that they can be controlled 
managed from anywhere. Applying IOT to 
Smart parking system, the sensors which 
detects if a car is present in a parking space 
or not send the information over the 
internet to cloud so that any driver can 
access the information to know the 
availability of parking as he approaches his 
destination. 
 
The major challenge in implementing the 
smart Parking Systems is the integration of 
various components due to wide variety of 
hardware and software platforms involved 
and hence possess a great threat or concern 
to the system scalability.  
 
The key to the success of the Smart Parking 
System is developing a holistic system that 

encompasses the hardware and software 
components. There are multiple 
components involved in this 
implementation. 
 

1) Hardware - Sensors/gateways which 
collect the data. 

2) Software – Embedded OS, Cloud, 
application, Analytics. 

 
The key challenge is in the selection of  the 
right components. For example which 
sensors to use – Will it be RFID?, Ultrasonic 
sensor? Is there a gateway needed which 
acts like an aggregator. Which Operating 
system to use? Which cloud provider to 
choose? Is analytics needed? The 
application software. Once this is done 
integrating all the components from 
different vendors and ensuring they work 
cohesively to get the desired result is where 
the success of SPS lies.  
 
This is where a true IOT platform could help 
in mitigating the risks of building a 
complete end to end Smart Parking system 
 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
A true IOT platform like PAASMER can eliminate the challenges in building a complex 
system like a smart parking system.  PAASMER has all the building blocks necessary 
to build an End to End IOT solution. With right partners in the hardware space, our 
Misty Operating system, PAAASMER cloud infrastructure and BI provides everything 
needed to build the complete SPS. 
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                  Implementation Overview  
 

 
This whitepaper discusses the details of how 
a Smart Parking system is designed to 
identify the vacant spots in the city and 
transmits the real-time information to the 
drivers looking for spaces.  

This system can be implemented in the 
buildings like mall or other public buildings. 
In a large-scale implementation, this can be 
extended to the Smart City project by 
interlinking the various parking spaces with 
this implementation and centralizing the 
information so users can know the parking 
space in around the destination and choose 
the next nearest available space. This can be 
integrated with analytics to predict the 
approximate time to reach a destination and 
if a slot will be available for parking if not 
which is the next nearest parking space 
choice and if there will be vacant spots 
there. By this smart parking system allows 
efficient utilization of the parking spaces 
and reduce driver stress, pollution, fuels 
wastage. 

A smart Parking system can be 
implemented in many ways. This 
whitepaper discusses a method to 
implement the SPS using ultrasonic sensor 

fitted in the parking spaces which detects if 
the slot is empty or occupied.  

The components needed for this 
implementation 

 Sensors – This can be fitted in the 
parking space wall. This identifies if a 
parking space is occupied or not. 

 Gateway – This acts and aggregator for 
all the sensors and collects data from 
various sensors within a specific 
boundary and transmits it to cloud. 

 Cloud – This hosts the  database where 
the data from multiple gateways are 
stored. This has information on all the 
parking space and their occupancy state 
in real time. 

 Analytics – Runs on the data to get data 
insight and to run any prediction 
algorithm. 

This can further be integrated into a smart 
cloud based billing system which can overall 
improve the efficiency and cost of operating 
the parking spaces. 
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                  Smart Parking System Work Flow  
 

 
1) When a parking space becomes empty/occupied, the sensors in the parking space transmits 

its status to the gateway. The gateway can run an algorithm to detect the co-ordinates of the 
sensor which transmits the data. GPS sensor can also be used to exactly know the location e 
co-ordinates of the slot that’s transmitting the data. The information is then sent to the 
cloud and stored in real time.  
 
 

 
 
 

2) When a driver enters the destination into the app, the app connects to the cloud to find the 
empty slots near the destination. The cloud transmits if a slot is available or not to the app. If 
a slot is available, the application will guide the driver to the destination and constantly 
keeps track of all the free/occupied slots. As the driver approaches the location the 
application guides the driver to the empty slot for parking. 
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                  Smart Parking System Work Flow  
 

 
3) If all the parking spaces in the city are interconnected and linked, then if not empty slots in a 

building the application can guide to the next nearest available building where the space 
could be available. 
 

 

 

4) At a later point in time, the AWS IoT Database can be connected to machine learning 
platform to predict the parking availability in a parking slot based on its occupancy pattern 
learned over a period. 
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                  SPS System Architecture  
 

 
The architecture of the SPS has three major 
components  

1) The ultrasonic sensor which detects 
whether a car is present in a slot or not.  
This can fitted on the wall of the parking 
space. The sensor could be attached to 
Arduino type of device which can have a 
Bluetooth or WiFi shield which 
communicates with the gateway. 
 

2) A gateway is the central unit which acts 
as an aggregator to all the sensors from 
a parking space within a specific 
boundary. The gateway should run an 
operating system and should have the 
MQTT broker to connect to the Cloud. 
An Algorithm to identify the location of 
the sensor transmitting the status can be 

run on the gateway based on its relative 
position to the signal received. Then this 
data is transmitted via GPRS or Wifi 
using MQTT An AWS IOT cloud which 
will have the database for storage in 
real-time, rules engine. 
 

3) Web or Mobile application which 
provides an interface to access the status 
of parking spaces in real-time by 
specifying the destination. 
 

4) Analytics/ML to run prediction and 
estimation on real-time for parking 
availability for a destination. 
 

 
 

 
Application which interfaces with the mobile app for directing to the free slot 
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                  Conclusion  
 

 
The major driving factor for the adoption of smart parking system is its ability to address the 
major issues faced by the growing number of vehicles in the urban areas. Smart parking system 
can improve the productivity levels and could be beneficial for the environment.  Other benefits 
of this kind of system is  it helps in lowering the cost of operation for parking spaces while 
building value for customer to drive occupancy, revenues and facility value.  
 
Smart parking can work with connected cars and self-driving cars where the vehicle can directly 
communicate with the parking system and find a best space for itself eliminating the need for a 
mobile phone or human intervention. 
 
Finally, smart parking is great addition to any smart city projects as interconnecting and 
interlinking the various parking across the cities can transform the very makeup of our urban 
landscapes, making them more amenable to people rather than cars.  
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                  About 
 

MoboDexter, Co-Founded by Ex-Intel veterans in 2013 is based out in New York, Bangalore and 
Singapore.  We are rapidly establishing itself as an innovative platform leader in the world of 
enterprise Internet of Things. In the booming and evolving Internet of Things market, 
MoboDexter has created a unique IoT platform to enable businesses to build their IoT products 
and solutions. PAASMER is a software suite that bundles all the elements needed to 
connect sensors, gateways, mobile application, cloud and analytics to develop, 
build and deploy connected IoT products quickly and efficiently. PAASMER’s end 
goal is to enable Artificial intelligence to “Things” so that Things are enabled with their own 
intelligence to act in the best interest of the user. Hence Machine learning and Deep learning are 
integral choices in the platform for our clients to leverage.  

The unique aspects of PAASMER platform that differentiates our platform from other IoT 
Platforms in the market are 

 Best In Class High Speed Edge Database 
 Innovative Edge Analytics 
 Modular Edge OS 
 Innovative Edge & Cloud Security  
 Dynamic Cloud Management 

  

MoboDexter is advised by Gartner Inc. In a recent Gartner survey, top 4 verticals seeing steep 
growth in IoT implementations are HealthCare, Connected Home, M2M & Retail. These are the 
same 4 verticals that are growth focus for PAASMER and has signed up clients across the world 
in each of these verticals. Our client implementations case studies are here. 

Raconteur Online wrote - “MoboDexter’s IoT Platform as a Service, named PAASMER, and 
has been built with an inside-out approach from gateway upwards or downwards that makes 
it more versatile and flexible to integrate than existing platforms” 

For more information visit:-www.mobodexter.com, www.paasmer.co. 

Follow Us:- 

 

 


